Digital Product Definition (DPD) / Model Base Definition (MBD)

Seller is required to obtain Buyer approval as a DPD-Approved supplier if Seller receives, downloads, and/or uses Computer Aided Design (CAD) geometry in any format from any Boeing facility. The Seller must also use the exact CAD system software and version for any and all three-Dimensional solid model definition released by Boeing Engineering. (Deviation from this requirement requires prior program management approval.) Boeing digital datasets are reference only (not design or inspection authority) until DPD approval status, and CAD system software version verification is obtained. The Seller should utilize Document D6-51991, Quality Assurance Standard for Digital Product Definition at Boeing Suppliers for implementation of Digital Data control processes. A copy of Buyer Document D6-51991, including all appendices and addenda can be obtained at the following URL address: http://www.boeing.com/companyoffices/doingbiz/supplier/